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Chicontepec is located in Eastern Mexico, and its area is about 3,750
km2

• Chicontepec was deposited during the Middle Paleocene to Early Eocene time
• Basin sedimentary fill consists of interbedded sandstones and shales, mostly;
economic stratigraphic thickness varies from 500 to 1100 m
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Chicontepec stratigraphic/sedimentologic architecture varies
along the basin

500 m

E-W-trending Chicontepec stratigraphic
section in the southern part of the basin:
siliciclastic submarine fan system
(yellow facies are mainly sandstone
layers)

Chicontepec
Turbiditic outcrops
in the Hidalgo State

• Stratigraphic/sedimentologic architecture resulted in a highly compartmentalized
sandy/shaly reservoir
• Statigraphic/sedimentoloigic architecture (thin bedded turbiditic facies) and
diagenesis evolution resulted in an unconventional petroleum reservoir
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Locally diagenesis had mixed impacts on the Chicontepec reservoir
quality

Photomicrographs of Chicontepec reservoir facies (porosity in blue from 10-15%)

• Negative impact of the diagenesis on reservoir facies: compaction and
cementation destroyed primary porosity
• Positive impact of the diagenesis on reservoir facies: dissolution of feldspar
grains and calcite cement created secondary porosity
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In some outcrops, fractures are observed and potentially, they impact
Chicontepec reservoir quality

Oil in
fractures

Heavy oil is present in fractures
(diameter of coin 2.5 cm)

Migrated
oil

Oil spilled through
fractures in a
rock thin section
(1.5 cm wide)

Oil in fractures (outcrop core)

• Locally, fractures are perhaps an important control of the reservoir quality since they
increase the permeability and connectivity among sandstone beds
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Different geothermal histories generated lighter oils in the northern
part of Chicontepec
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•
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Lighter oils occur in the NW part of the basin whereas heavier oils are found in the
SE part of the basin
Variations of the API gravity of oils throughout the basin is associated probably to
changes in thermal regime due tectonic evolution of the basin
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Some geological remarks

• Pemeability data average shows a tight reservoir with ranges from 0.03
to 7.8 milidarcies
• Porosity is impacted by diagenetic processes, mainly compaction and
cementation
• Petrophysical evaluation requires definition of flow units and robust
documentation of permeability and types and quantities of porosity
• Therefore, net thickness is affected by the stratigraphic architecture of
the reservoir (interbedded sandstones and shales); the cutoffs selected
are: > 4-5% of porosity, 25-30% of maximum shale volume, and maximum
water saturation of 40-45%
• Additionally, current exploitation practices include extensive hydraulic
fracturing techniques and horizontal drilling
• Under this context, notion of gross and net thickness changes
dramatically to estimate original oil in place and reserves
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To improve Chicontepec knowledge, a seismic quality factor (Q) has
been defined and associated to fluid saturation and lithology
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•
•
•
•
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The seismic quality factor is a function of the energy dissipation (Q-1 = k/(2π trock))
of any specific rock
k is the attenuation coefficient and trock is the first time arrival.
The attenuation coefficient (k) is a measurement of the fractional loss of energy
per distance in any material and depends on the frequency of the seismic waves
The analysis of the seismic quality factor (Q) at different scales (core, well logs
and seismic data) helps to identify differences in lithologies and fluids
The integration of rock physics, geomechanics, and dynamic seismic attributes
was focused to improve the Q on sedimentary sequences on Chicontepec
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A methodology and software were developed to estimate the seismic
quality factor (Q) of compressional (P) and shear (S1, S2) waves using
rock physics theory
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• Data to estimate Q are measured using a standard (aluminum) and rock samples in
the rock physics laboratory
• Q data is used to calibrate well logs which in turn are used to calibrate seismics
(up-scaling process)
• Calibration includes estimation of Q using DSI logs and comparing with the rock
samples measurements.
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Experimental data indicate that pore and confining pressures affect
physical rock properties, and the seismic quality factor

Seismic quality factor Q:
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Oil saturated rock sample

• Experimental work shows
that Q factor from
compressional wave
depends on confining and
pore pressure, and fluid
saturation. Samples were
100% oil saturated.
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The IMP-Q software estimates Q at a seismic scale which is used as
a hydrocarbon saturation indicator
Q

Pre-stacking CMPs
Q map in a Escobal area that shows Q
distribution based on the QVO attribute
using seismic data. Better areas in blue
color

Q map
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However, the Q approach has some limitations given seismic
resolution

• An improvement on the filtration and separation of P, S and Stoneley
waves is still required
• Original rotated data of the S waves are required for estimating
attenuation
• For estimating Q is necessary to keep the amplitude and frequency of the
seismic data
• Up to date, larger sandstones thickness look promissory for the q
approach
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The main problem in the oil production of Chicontepec wells is the
rapid pressure depletion

• Unstable flow within the production tubing (PT) is due to intermittent flow patterns
• Gas/oil rate (GOR) growth in a short period of time because wells produce near
saturation point
• Decrease in oil production of wells is due to high GOR resulting in a low recovery
factor
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One of the strategies to increase Chicontepec production is the use of
the MPFV® system
Several technologies applied to increase oil
production include:
• Application of artificial production systems
such as mechanical pumping and
progressive cavity pump
• Drilling horizontal wells and completions
with multiple fracturing to increase
permeability
• Application of the Venturi System for flow
pattern improvement (MPFV® )
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The Venturi system for flow pattern improvement (MPFV®) has been
applied successfully in 11 Chicontepec wells
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• The operational principle of MPFVb® is similar to a downhole choke but with
different results
• The MPFV® reduces the pressure drop along the tubing, hence promoting energy
conservation
• The MPFV® modifies the flow patterns to reduce pressure drop, incorporates the
liquid produced in atomized drops into the main fluid flow, and manages reservoir
energy reducing pressure drops near the wellbore
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The MPFV ® modifies flow patterns and provides stable flow
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Pressure drop reduction in the PT with MPFV® versus bottom hole choke
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The MPFV® helps to change the trend of declining production
Production, MPFV® Vs CHOKE
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Final remarks

•

Complex stratigraphic architecture, repeated sequences of thin bedded
sandstones and shales, and reservoir pressure close to saturation point
result in low cumulative oil productions

•

The Mexican Petroleum Institute has characterized the geological setting,
and has found that proper integration of seismic data together with proper
interpretation of well logs, gives sound information to establish well paths
to maximize production

•

Also, it was found that seismic information in this environment, given
sandstone thickness, does not have enough resolution to distinguish oil
saturated sandstones from non saturated sandstones

•

However, it was found that MPFV® system improves dramatically wells
productivity:
• It changes decline trend
• It reduces pressure drop along the production tubing
• It controls the GOR resulting in an increase in wells oil production and
increases recovery factor
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